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Increase library 
efficiency

Surpass patron 
expectations

Exceed 
institutional goals

Unlock your library’s potential with Alma Starter


As libraries continue to witness the continued growth of electronic 

resources there is greater pressure to better manage them and operate 

more efficiently, while also satisfying patron and institutional needs.



Leverage the Alma Starter unified suite of ERM functionality and benefit 

from centralized management of e-resources, streamlined workflows, 

insightful analytics, a built-in link resolver, and more. 




How Alma Starter Helps You
 Benefit from end-to-end workflows, from selection 

to activatio

 Receive daily collection updates via fully 

integrated knowledge bas

 Leverage the extensive e-resource knowledge 

base - no more creating from scratc

 Gain workflow efficiencies through automation – 

such as e-holding updates, renewal reminders, 

WoS JCR Incites integration, and more

 Support informed decision-making with collection 

analysis, cost-per-use, and analytics tool

 Centralize management of licenses, including 

upcoming administration of Open Access and 

transformative agreement

 Provide seamless resource access for discovery with 

built-in link resolve

 Ensure data security, redundancy, and privacy

Alma Starter has a unified suite of services to make e-resource management more efficient, maximize your staff 

resources, and improve the patron experience. There are also optional extensions to optimize your 
management and discovery effectiveness.

*Optional Extensions

What’s Included in Alma Starter

Electronic inventory 
management


Knowledge base


Automatic updates of 
electronic holdings


License record management


Vendor record management

Usage reporting and insights


Analytics dashboards


Cataloging


Data analysis 
recommendation assistant 


Import/Export capabilities

APIs and Cloud Apps


Link resolver


Google Scholar integration   


Discovery service*


Acquisitions*


Rialto*

Click to find out how Alma works for you

It’s Easy to Start
Alma Starter can be implemented in a matter of weeks

Contact your Clarivate Account Manager or  

Alma Starter is an easy-to-use e-resource 

management solution

https://discover.clarivate.com/Alma_works_for_eressources?utm_campaign=7014N000002LS4YQAW&utm_source=magazine&utm_medium=owned

